TEACH: EDUCATOR RESOURCES FOR

Hatched

National Graduate Show

2022

Inspire students through an exciting showcase of the best up-and-coming artists recently
graduated from art schools across Australia. Held annually at PICA (Perth Institute of
Contemporary Arts), Hatched is the only national graduate exhibition in the country and
is now entering its third decade. It offers a glimpse into the future of arts practice and social
commentary in this country.
This resource for educators explores the next wave of contemporary artists in Australia.
They have been grouped into focus areas and discussed in relation to concepts, styles,
materials, meanings, and purposes:

•

Climate change, nature, and science

•

Colonisation, truth-telling, and healing

•

Isolation and lockdown

•

Embodied effects of digital technologies

•

Gender and the body

•

Migrant and spiritual identities

•

Material explorations and the built environment

Take students on a virtual excursion by engaging with the free online learning resources
below. Or visit PICA in Term 2 for a hands-on experience. Combine a visit to Hatched with
Pulse Perspectives at Art Gallery of Western Australia to explore how the personal and
social concerns of young people develop throughout their artistic journey and exploration
of materials.

Read: Exhibition catalogue
Make: Activities inspired by the exhibition
Think: Secondary student worksheet		

WHAT MAKES AN AWARD-WINNING ARTIST?
The Schenberg Art Fellowship is awarded to outstanding Hatched artists in partnership with
the University of Western Australia. It is the largest award for an emerging artist in Australia.
In 2022 the:
•

Schenberg Art Fellowship of $35,000 is awarded to Erin Hallyburton,
a graduate of Monash University.

•

Schenberg Art High Commendation of $10,000 is awarded to Remy Faint,
a graduate of University of New South Wales.

•

Schenberg Art Commendation of $5,000 is awarded to Ilona McGuire,
a graduate of Curtin University.

The judging criteria for selecting award-winning Hatched artists are:
•

Distinctive and individual approach 						

•

Refined visual language

•

Excellent production and realisation of work

•

Conceptual rigour

•

Clarity of communication

•

Potential to significantly further their career as an artist

MATERIAL EXPLORATION & THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Concepts: Differences arising from place, and class, relationships between form,
function and meaning

Syles: Realism and abstraction, installation art
Materials: Intermedia investigations, found objects
Meanings: social and political environments, popular art as cultural commentary, stereotypes, art in
society, consumer society

Purpose: Representation of an issue, social, cultural and political commentaries

Erin Hallyburton, Greasy Paper Torn Open With Eager Hands, Salt Licked, Fingers Sucked, 2021, handmade waste oil soap, steel rod, earthenware clay, vegetable shortening, tallow, sunflower oil drums, marine plywood, cheddar cheese. Photo: Andrew Curtis.

Greasy Paper Torn Open With Eager Hands, Salt Licked, Fingers Sucked by Erin Hallyburton
Schenberg Art Fellowship of $35,000 - Fat is explored as a material in an installation that
highlights notions about the human body, and the physical spaces and built environments
around it. Informed by observations of Caulfield Fish and Chips, the work investigates
connections between built environments, class, colonization, and migrant experiences.
Waste sunflower oil is combined with water and caustic soda, to form soap that is cast into
cylindrical columns, reminiscent of water pipes blocked by fatty material. A triangular wedge
of clay, tallow and vegetable shortening creates a marbled, layered effect. The work challenges
anti-fat ideologies and ideas of fatness.
The judges felt that Erin’s work was an extremely sophisticated engagement with materiality,
process and form. They commented: ‘Her use of waste oils and fats elicit a visceral response
from viewers, in a refined and intriguing exploration of identity, class and the immigrant
experience. Erin’s exquisitely paired back installation tests our perceptions of fatness through
the mutability of her materials, and their relation to our own bodies.’

Colour Bonds by Georgia Gregory
The perception of colour and experiences of everyday life are explored in an installation
comprised of LED lights and suburban materials such as Colorbond fencing. Gregory
experiments with colour, light and architecture. The continuum of colour between light and
darkness is investigated in relation to the brilliance and depth of metal forms. The viewer is
reminded to appreciate the design of the spaces they inhabit, and to pay attention to
experiences such as the way light travels along fences and through blinds.
Gertrude, Scott, and Valerie by Sasha Hunt
Surprising sculptural installations have been created from discarded material left on
footpaths, collected from back alleys and roadside clean-ups. Found objects have been
transformed beyond their normal use into playful reconfigurations and gentle interventions.
These items are placed together to imply function where there was none, allowing the viewer
to create their own story about the work. Informed by Hunt’s experiences of chronic illness,
the work explores the idea that nothing is permanent, and everything can transform. It is a
process of collection, arrangement, dismantling and reassembling-each element connects
briefly before being pulled apart to return to raw material once again.
Twisted Games by Phoebe Willis
Collage and illustrations using hand-made recycled paper from cartoons, and the remains
of losing scratch cards, explore the gambling industry and impacts of this addictive habit.
The paper has a slight sheen as light catches the broken-down plastics from the finely
detailed remains of the scratch cards. Brightly coloured cartoons are used to satirically
comment on the harsh realities of gambling on families and communities through the
contrasting fun, light-hearted imagery.

MIGRANT & SPIRITUAL IDENTITIES
Concepts: Links to Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia, spirituality, personal, social, or cultural
identity, differences arising from cultural diversity, place, and historical period

Styles: installation art, styles of representation, realism and abstraction
Materials: found objects, intermediate investigations, oil paint, aerosol art
Meanings: social and political environments, popular art as cultural commentary, stereotypes,
art in society, race

Purposes: celebration and ritual, representation of an issue

Remy Faint, Between Traces, Beyond Screens, 2021, pigment, silk, linen, rice paper, resin and wood support

Between Traces, Beyond Screens by Remy Faint
Schenberg Art High Commendation of $10,000 - Folding screens feature in an installation
that references the Han dynasty in ancient China and Faint’s Chinese heritage.
Used as a spatial tool and a cultural symbol, screens have a historical and cultural function as
a barrier. Made of metal, wood, canvas, linen, paper, and silk, the screens have been coloured
with pigments, spray paint and wide brushes to create different transparencies. Faint explores
architectural space and the history of silk as a painting and sculptural medium in Asian textiles
and art.

Faltar and Mystic Not by Shaye Duong
Vietnamese and Western imagery is blended to create sculptures that are both familiar and
foreign. Found objects such as suburban breeze blocks are combined with wax casts of
ancestral shrines, and traditional Vietnamese cultural art practices - knot tying, carving
vegetable garnishes, and lacquer and shell painting. The concept of ‘home’ is explored as a
nuanced and shifting space for migrants and diaspora communities living outside their country
of origin. Duong attempts to find a closer connection to her culture that is both spiritually and
physically out of reach.
This Is Where I Hope You’ll Dwell by Nazerul Ben-Dzulkefli
A series of raku fired totemic sculptures are inspired by shrines, folk beliefs, and rituals
from Ben-Dzulkefli’s homeland of Singapore and the Malay Archipelago. They represent his
childhood memories, and feelings of fear and reverence towards protective gods and guardian
spirits. The process of navigating a new migrant identity in Perth is explored. The work
highlights conversations about the connection between spirituality and care for the
environment, guided by local gods and ancestral spirits.
spinning the coins of destiny while the devils play and in my room there are no rules, the
windows breathe fire and the floor dreams of water by Jacquie Meng
Lived experiences of cultural difference are explored in paintings which reference diverse
sources of imagery: Chinese mythology, folklore, and silkscreens, i-ching divination, Japanese
woodblock prints, fiction and contemporary culture, and UGG slippers and puffer jackets from
the artist’s current home in Canberra on Ngunnawal/Ngambri land. Cute and kitsch aesthetics
are associated with Meng’s identity as a young Asian woman. Migrant and spiritual identities
are presented as constantly changing and interacting- an accumulation of experiences and
cultural practices rather than a simple division between East and West.

COLONISATION, TRUTH-TELLING & HEALING
Concepts: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures-connection with
Country/Place, People and Culture; differences arising from cultural diversity, place, and
historical period, cultural identity, spirituality

Styles: installation art, styles of representation
Materials: textile fibre, inter-media investigations, found objects, digital media
Meanings: social and political environments, race, role of art in society, stolen generation
Purposes: social, cultural and political commentaries; universal issues such as human rights,
celebration and ritual, representation of an issues, place and identity

Ilona McGuire, Smoothing the Dying Pillow, raffia weaving on metal cyclone mesh bed. Photo: Bo Wong.

Our Lives and Livelihoods and Smoothing the Dying Pillow by Ilona McGuire
Schenberg Art Commendation of $5,000 - An installation recreates the homes of McGuire’s
Noongar and Kungakaran families – her great-grandmother’s chair, protest songs on the record
player, a cup of tea and ANZAC biscuit, and combined with weaving. It is a sanctuary where she
would have once received ancient oral tradition and knowledge that is now in fragments.
McGuire, creator of Moombaki which transformed the night sky for the 2021 Fremantle
Biennale, explores connections to culture, tradition, and knowledge in contemporary urban
Ariki Vaine and Ranginui + Papatūānuku by Morgan Hogg
Polynesian belief systems and traditional practices are explored through performance in a
video installation that features a water wall. Through the perspective of her Indigenous Cook
Island and Anglo-Saxon heritage, Hogg addresses the impacts of colonisation for Pacific
Islands and First Nations peoples. Storytelling and dance are used to highlight the importance
of maintaining cultural connections to land and sea.

Sitting Down Place by Kyra Mancktelow
Colonial histories and archival records are challenged in an installation of uniforms
Indigenous people were forced to wear on Missions - recreated using traditional techniques.
Through the perspective of her Ngugi, Nunukul identity and diverse First Nations heritage
Mancktelow shares stories of cultural resilience. Used as cheap labour on the Myora mission,
the Moongalba people defied government policies to retain their knowledge, beliefs, and ways
of life. Mancktelow focuses on truth-telling and national healing by yarning with Moongalba
Elders and learning their traditional ways of making.
Art of the Petroglyphs; and Petroglyphs I to V by Dylan Sarra
Print, digital photography and sculpture are used in installation that tells the story of the
Burral Burral (Burnett River) Petroglyphs - the largest site of Aboriginal rock-engravings in
east Queensland. Sarra explores place and identity from the perspective of his Taribelang/
Gooreng Gooreng heritage. Cut out and removed from their traditional site in the 70s, the
displaced stone blocks of petroglyphs highlight important conversations about repatriation
of cultural objects and artefacts.

CLIMATE CHANGE, NATURE & SCIENCE
Concepts: sustainability- interrelated social, economic, and ecological systems;
the art and science nexus

Styles: environmental art; Installation art
Materials: inter-media investigations; ceramics
Meanings: consumer society; the environment
Purposes: universal issues such as environmental justice; social and political commentaries

immerse by Susie Althorp
Connections between science and art are explored through ceramics which draw on natural
history and childhood memories of beachcombing. Delicate floating porcelain blades inspired
by botanical specimens move in air between traces of plastic, wire, and fishing lines in
response to the viewer. This reflects the vulnerability of ecosystems, such as marine kelp
forests, to global warming and industrialisation, as well as individuals’ impact on nature.
Remains by Lauren Downton
Porcelain sculptures decay over time to reflect environmental collapse and the cycle of death
and regeneration. Unconventional materials have been used such as crystals, experimental
glazes, and stains which encrust the porcelain and eventually disintegrate. They are presented
on round, charred wooden surfaces reminiscent of Petri dishes, scientific specimens, and
historical relics. Like skeletons or bleached coral these sculptures speak of climate change and
an uncertain future.

Kate Hocking, Geastrum Triplex, digital photo on Hahnemuhle photo rag.

Omphaltus and Crepidotus Variabillis Kate Hocking
Delicate ceramic vessels inspired by fungi have been created from a unique malleable clay
blended from porcelain, paper pulp and vinegar. The surface appears deceptively soft but is
brittle reflecting the fragility of fungi. Macro photography taken by Hocking in Victorian rainforests and bushlands reveals otherworldly characteristics, and shapes and textures not seen by
the naked eye.

ISOLATION & LOCKDOWN
Concepts: social commentary, actions and reactions
Styles: Installation art, styles of representation

Materials: inter-media investigations, found objects, digital media, new
technologies

Meanings: narratives, social and political environments
Purposes: social and/or personal expression, social, cultural and political
commentaries, universal issues such as human rights, representation

PLAY.ZONE and TENT by Zeth Cameron
Created during lockdowns in Cameron’s home, PLAY.ZONE is a playful multimedia work comprised of found objects, videos, performance, and painting. A joyful and chaotic structure has
been made from a basketball hoop and soccer goal to resist the boredom of lockdown. Messy
and childish aesthetics challenge social rules and explore the experience of queer and neurodivergent individuals who refuse to ‘fit in.’

Alanna Paxton, No. 34, 2021, digital video and audio, found materials. Photo: Lucy Foster

No. 34 by Alanna Paxton
Inspired by extended time in isolation over the past two years, a video installation explores
the transitions between digital and physical spaces. Displayed in front of a public bench,
a simulation of walking through a neighborhood asks the viewer whether memories and
sensations of physical experiences can be preserved digitally. It speaks of suburban and
temporary spaces, and yearning for everyday experiences.
Shadow Pandemic and Distressionist by A Maree
Digital photographs and videos of shattered objects and fragments of events reveal evidence
of domestic violence, coercive tactics, and feelings of isolation. A Maree shares untold stories
and explores her lived experience growing up in a military family. Connections are made
between social, environmental and health issues, as during the pandemic gender-based
violence intensified resulting in the United Nations labelling it a “shadow pandemic.”

EMBODIED EFFECTS OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
Concepts: personal or social identity, actions and reactions
Styles: virtual art, installation art
Materials: digital media, inter-media investigations, new technologies
Meanings: popular art as cultural commentary, art in society, consumer society
Purposes: social, cultural and political commentaries, universal issues such as human rights
Entity(ies)’’) arising out of, relating to, or connected in any way with by Isabel Margot
The effects of digital technologies are explored in an interactive work which reveals how
screens have shortened our attention spans and resulted in bodily changes. Accessed on
smartphones, the text-based work can only be read if viewers flip their devices so that the
screen auto-adjusts its orientation. The position of the viewer’s body changes in response to
digital technology. Taking its title from Samsung’s Terms and Conditions, the work arose from
the realisation that an overheating laptop and an exerted human body have the same warmth.

Fractal and Sold by Tyler Krelle
Identity and personal data are explored through experiments with digital and analogue
mediums. The shifting territory between online and physical spaces is revealed through 3D
models from photogrammetry scans of the artist’s body, which have been printed and overlaid with projected texture maps. A digital ‘collectible’ NFT (non-fungible token) is for sale at
the price Krelle’s data is worth online- $0.36. This highlights how identity can dissolve in digital
realms and be curated online.

Tyler Krelle, Fractal, 2021, projected image onto digital print glued to wooden panel and gel medium.

You are Here by Liv Moriarty
Visitors are encouraged to walk through a diagram of yellow industrial markings on the floor
linked to two videos which explore complex webs of interconnections and interpersonal
relations. Information, photos, found footage, words, and conversations have been collected
and sorted. The nature of perception is investigated by layering virtual, actual, birds-eye and
first-person viewpoints.

GENDER & THE BODY
Concepts: personal, social or gender identity, differences arising from gender styles, art of the human
form, installation art, styles of representation

Materials: textile fibre, inter-media investigations meanings and messages: gender, feminism, popular
art as cultural commentary, stereotypes, art in society

Purposes: social, cultural and political commentaries, representation of an issue; portraiture, costume
Man Up by Dylan Perlowski
The societal expectations of modern Australian culture and hypermasculinity are explored
through screen-prints of layered colourful handwritten words. The flamboyant clashing
colours represent an undefined sense of gender identity and the noisy mess of life. Memories
and thoughts are expressed poetically to reveal intense suppressed emotions that men
experience within an Australian context.

Queer Fabrications by Zoë Sydney
A series of performance portraits and videos featuring the artist wearing found and made
costumes rethink traditional portraiture. A portrait is often thought of as a ‘representation’
- a word important for marginalised communities. But accurate representation is impossible
because the experiences, language and identities of communities are always changing.
The histories and boundaries of the body in relation to sexuality and gender are explored
from the perspective of Sydney’s queer identity.

Zoë Sydney, Jim, 2021, textile, video, found objects

The Orifice of Delphi and Pervert by Chloe Tizzard
Humorous and mysterious sculptural forms are presented which reference the maternal body.
They have been created using hand-stitching as a feminist methodology, and feature pop
motifs and kitsch materials. The sculptures undermine traditional binaries as they are both
desirable and repulsive. This explores social taboos and the politics of access, taste, and class.
They are ambiguous and abstract figures with recognisable cultural associations, inviting the
viewer to reconsider their ideas of desire.
Involution/Evolution; Encounters, Enveloped, and Shadow Encounters by Emma Bingham
A collection of sculptural objects of paper, cloth, and wax evoke bodily sensations of holding
and touching. Formed within the artist’s hand, they capture physical encounters and gestures
of care. Resting on the floor is a crumpled paper form huddled like a human figure against a
wall of softly folded fabric with a series of water-colour drawings. The work explores the
remains, traces, and residues of the presence of ‘the other.’

GLOSSARY
Hatched 2022 can be interpreted using different ideas and terms:
INTERACTIVE ART
Describes art that relies on the participation of audiences. It is inclusive and includes sculpture which can be
touched/played with, or technologies that participants respond to.
MATERIALITY
A description of contemporary art that emphasises the materials used to make it and their symbolic meanings.
This is instead of focusing on an image of something else.
PROCESS-ART
Focuses on the results of specific processes or actions carried out by artists on different materials.
Process became important for artists in the 1960s and 1970s. This artwork is a result of the
properties of different types of materials interacting with the artist’s action and physical forces such
as gravity.
POST-MINIMALISM
First used to describe diverse art practices in response to the Minimalism of the late 1960s.
This involves art objects which are not representational like traditional sculpture, but are abstract, ambiguous,
focused on materials or emotionally expressive. Examples include Body art, Performance, Process art,
site-specific art, and aspects of conceptual art. Many of the themes and strategies remain current.
FEMINISM
Describes social and political movement focused on the equality of women but meaning of the term has changed.
Initially focused on voting rights fought for by the suffragettes at the turn of the 20th century. In the 1960s and
1970s the women’s liberation movement highlighted inequality in wider society. ‘The personal is political’ phrase
described how sexism impacts every part of women’s private lives. Identity (such as race, class, sexuality and
disability) was emphasised in the 1980s and 90s as ‘intersecting’ to affect women. Influenced by queer theory,
gender and sexuality were presented as fluid rather than the ‘male’ and ‘female’ binary. In the 21st century the
internet and social media activism mean that sexism can be ‘called out’ in everyday interactions. The rights of
trans women are emphasised along with psychological and spiritual concerns about the planet.
SETTLER COLONIALISM
Settler colonialism describes attempts to replace the original population of a place with a society of settlers. This
includes Australia, Canada, the United States, and South Africa. Australia was declared terra nullius
(Latin term - ‘land of no one’) and occupied by the British. No treaty was made with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people. Rights to the land were not given away – sovereignty was never ceded.
DECOLONISATION
Describes a social justice movement focused on returning Indigenous land and renegotiating power. Indigenous
people, knowledge, and methods are put first. Decolonisation builds sustainable relationships between people
and the natural environment.
ARCHIVES
Are collections of historical records or artefacts which tell a story about places, institutions, or people. Families
often have their own archive of prized possessions and memorabilia. Historical records are criticised as being far
removed from ‘truth’. Notions of the past often overlook women, migrants and people of colour.
SPIRITUAL IDENTITY
‘Spirituality’ can mean many things. It is often used to describe any experience that touches people to create
wonder, joy, growth, or unity. No longer applied to only religious experiences, it can include secular experiences.
Spiritual identity is connected to rituals, routines and ceremonies. The process of making things can be a type of
ritual and part of spirituality.
POST-MODERNISM
As an art movement it is hard to define postmodernism because it involves many different approaches. Beginning
with pop art in the 1960s it is characterised by the conceptual art and feminist art of the 1990s. It was a reaction
against modernism of the early to mid-twentieth century which had an idealistic, utopian view of society, and
belief in progress. Post-modern art is often sceptical and ironic, rejecting the idea that there is one version of truth
or objective reality.
META-MODERNISM
A term for what comes after postmodernism. Meta-modern art swings between elements of both modernism and
postmodernism. Described as the ‘New Sincerity’ it balances playful irony with
sincere engagement, hope, and romanticism. Indigenous and traditional cultural knowledge is
integrated. Contemporary issues are often connected to secular, or non-religious, forms of spirituality.
INTERGENERATIONAL LEARNING
Describes how culture and knowledge is shared between the eldest and youngest members of families and
communities. Two-way learning happens between different generations. Sharing of ideas and values has
social, emotional and health benefits for both groups.

